Intelligent Indoor Positioning Analytics for Security
Mobile devices and Internet connected things are everywhere, but not all are
speaking the same wireless language. Widespread rollout of high speed cellular
means more devices are accessing the Internet via their phone carrier, bypassing WiFi networks altogether. Bluetooth lets information be transmitted between small,
easily concealable devices with no need for cellular or Wi-Fi. This can make
monitoring devices difficult and management near impossible.
That’s why it’s critical that security tools–both physical and cyber–provide complete
situational awareness of what connected things are present–regardless of whether they
traditional cellular, Wi-Fi, or Bluetooth or an Internet of Things (IoT) device. Inpixon
Indoor Position Analytics (IPA) is the first unified Real Time Location System (uRTLS)
designed to deliver full scope real time location and monitoring and historical analytics of
all mobile devices – cellular, Wi-Fi, and Bluetooth from a single security dashboard.

Display the location of all devices and distinguish between trusted and untrusted by color and alerts

Inpixon Indoor Positioning Analytics Benefits


Improve both physical and cyber safety and security with total situational awareness of all cellular,
Wi-Fi, and Bluetooth devices in an area



Distinguish between trusted and untrusted devices



Receive real time alerting to enforce “no phone / no device” zones



Prevent security breaches and IP loss from devices that bypass traditional data security controls



Augment traditional security policies with location-based controls

Inpixon Indoor Position Analytics Features


Detect, locate, and monitor all cellular, Wi-Fi, and Bluetooth deivces, equipment and personnel
devices on a live flor plan in real time



Provide location accuracy down to sub-room level



Alert in real time via Inpixon Insight dashboard, email and SMS



Color-code “trusted” vs. “untrusted” devices for easy identification



Connect to 3rd party systems, create zone-based security, document access policies, augment
existing safety and security systems



Rewind and play back events with DVR function



Provide detailed insights into usage, flow, relationships, and more between personnel, assets,
patients and visitors with Inpixon analytics

Tested and Proven Security
Inpixon IPA for Security delivers rock-solid situational awareness and security in some of the most demanding and secure environments in the world. From high security military installations and sensitive
government facilities to manufacturing and healthcare facilities, Inpixon IPA is the choice for a powerful
unified Real Time Location System.

Visit us today! www.inpixon.com/IPA
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